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	                        Netflix in Talks with Disney to Keep Marvel & Lucasfilm Movies

                        	                    
	                        Earlier this week is without the Disney s planning to launch their own streaming service moving them one step closer to the world domination Walt Disney dreamed about before being frozen in place under tomorrow and that left many fans believing that they would no longer be able to watch.

Disney produced properties on Netflix oh the humanity but hold on not so fast you just might still be able to we have a corporate negotiation update I m Ken apps off I m still buffering and this is Collider news Disney s direct to consumer VOD service will hit in as well as an ESPN or Xvideos base services and a clearer picture of what films and shows will be where is emerging so I still suggest taking notes any Pixar and Disney released from on will be on the Disney Service moves like frozen to toy story for the live action retelling of The Lion King won t be on any other service but Disney Disney s deal with Netflix which allows Netflix to run.

Disney Marvel Lucasfilm properties alongside the complete run of cheers that once our sex rated comedy you watch well no one is looking is up in regardless of the new streaming service or not but Netflix is currently negotiating to re up the arrangement Marvel and Lucasfilm properties would be the focus of that deal so basically this is about how you re going to be able to watch the final act of rogue one going forward now Disney could take those Marvel and Star Wars delights to another service like Hulu or even HBO or videos porno gratis but the Netflix would seem to be the preferred partner keeping them would seem to be important from Netflix since the Disney.

Service was announced Netflix stock has dropped seven percent not good news for a popular company which recently announced money problems now the final question is what about Marvel TV show titles where can I be disappointed by Iron Fist well that s an entirely separate deal for now your Marvel Street heroes will still be on Netflix kind of makes you wish for the days when your television had three channels and if you wanted to watch Star Wars again.

All you had to do with rewind at VHS a comment below about how old and out of touch I am Disney service launches in no price point has been announced but get ready to add another bills your monthly entertainment services for more on this story another movie news headlines catch movies on Monday through Friday on Collider video Kanab suck and that was collider news Music.

via: pornochacha.com
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	                        28 CLASSIC MOMENTS ON CBS
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Tell us what you think! Your opinions and comments are very important to CBS and we read every message that we receive. Due to a high volume of mail, we’re not always able to provide a personal response, but we do appreciate your taking the time to fill out our feedback form below.

Got a question? We’ve collected the answers to your most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). Please take a look and see if you can find the answer you’re looking for!

When submitting your feedback, please do not submit any story, plot or character ideas, or any copyrightable material whatsoever relating to any CBS television program, or any ideas or suggestions for new television programs (“Unsolicited Ideas”). CBS’s policy is to discard all Unsolicited Ideas. By using this service you agree that any Unsolicited Ideas you do submit shall be deemed the sole property of CBS, and you hereby transfer and assign all rights with respect thereto, including, without limitation, copyright, to CBS. For more information, see our Terms of Service. Well over 100 CBS luminaries–past and present–will gather for CBS AT 75, a new three-hour entertainment extravaganza commemorating CBS’s 75th anniversary, which will be broadcast live from the Hammerstein Ballroom at New York’s Manhattan Center, Sunday, November 2 at 8PM live ET/delayed PT. (more…)
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	                        [image: Terms of service]Terms of service
This site (the “Site”) is operated by Eye Net Works Inc. on behalf of CBS Broadcasting Inc. (together “CBS”). It is intended for your personal entertainment, information, education and communication. Please feel free to browse the Site; however, your access and use of the Site is subject to the following terms of service (“Terms of Service”) and all applicable laws. By accessing and browsing the Site, you accept, without limitation or qualification, the Terms of Service. Please note that this Site and the services offered are only open to users 13 years of age or older. If you do not agree with all of the following Terms of Service, please do not use this Site. (more…)
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	                        [image: Privacy Statement]Privacy Statement
The People’s Choice Awards first aired on CBS in March 1975. Twenty-eight years later, they remain the premier venue for the American people to honor their favorite performers, television shows, and motion pictures. The show is also a platform for the winners to express their thanks and appreciation to those who love and support their performances when they attend concerts, buy CDs, rent or buy videos, go see a movie, or watch them at home on television.

The nationally respected Gallup Organization took over the polling after the first few years and remains the conscience of the show. Highly respected for their accuracy and integrity, their scientific excellence gives the show the requisite credibility so necessary in voicing the American public’s opinion. EFFECTIVE DATE: The most recent version of this Privacy Policy, as revised, is effective as of March 26, 2004. (more…)
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